Revealing Your Soul Archetype and
Earth, Interplanetary, or Angelic Soul Origin:
Personality, Health, and Relationship Signs
A Virtual 6-Week Class with Dr. Linda Backman
Wednesdays, 5-6:30 PM MDT
Jan. 22 & 29, Feb. 5, 12 & 19 and Mar. 4, 2020
All Classes Archived for Future Viewing
Past lives and life today reveal your Soul Archetype and Origin. Our soul’s wisdom builds from one life
to the next as we experience each incarnation. Unique qualities expand depending on whether our soul
originates in the spiritual realm tied to the Earth, Interplanetary, or Angelic sphere. Your Soul
Archetype, among seven possibilities, is immortal. Combine your origin, archetype, and past lives and
who you truly ARE becomes undeniably apparent.
An examination of your current personality, health, and relationships uncovers your Soul Origin and
Archetype. Add in a deep dive into the discovery of your past lives and you have a potent recipe to
discover a clear explanation of who you are at the core. When you KNOW yourself from the “inside
out” then, and only then, can you own and honor your reason for being embodied at this time. Your
mind, body, and emotions have the ability to recognize their connection to your higher or soul self.
This new 6-week virtual course is taught on the Zoom platform. Dr. Backman will teach from her client
Soul Regression content and will guide experiential time and class discussion. There are no course prerequisites. In this virtual course you will discover:











Purpose and characteristics of an Earth-Based Soul (EB)
Gifts and challenges of an Interplanetary Soul (IP)
Qualities of an Angelic Realm Soul (AR)
Physical and emotional health challenges for EB, IP, and AR Souls
How and why EB, IP, and AR Souls choose to incarnate
Past Life differences among EB, IP, and AR Souls
Relationship attitudes toward friends, family, and romance of each Soul Origin
Seven Soul Archetypes purpose and characteristic traits
How each Soul Archetype interacts with another in relationships
A direct and conscious mind, body, and emotional connection to your Higher Self

REGISTER HERE: https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/revealing-your-earth
Sign up by Jan. 10 for an early discounted fee of $350. After Jan. 10, the fee is $425.
Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 if any questions.

